Since its founding nearly fifty years ago, Middlesex Community College has focused on the future of education. Today, it is one of the largest, most diverse community colleges in Massachusetts, with a 200-acre campus in Bedford and a vibrant campus in the heart of downtown Lowell. We are very proud to share that MCC was recently ranked #1 on the 2018 list of Best Online Degrees in Boston by GreatValueColleges.net and #4 on the 2018 list of Best Online Community Colleges in Massachusetts by TheBestColleges.org.

The Middlesex Community College Foundation was founded to ensure that the mission of MCC to provide an affordable education to its students while maintaining its position as a recognized educational leader, innovative community partner, provider of creative international initiatives, and agent for economic growth and workforce development continued to grow and evolve.

The MCC Foundation exists with the help of dedicated individuals, committed community partners and forward-thinking organizations who believe in the college and its mission to provide a cutting-edge, affordable education to its student body. We invite you to peruse the following pages and join us in thanking those who have given so graciously to help us continue the mission of Middlesex Community College!

Best wishes,
– James W. Henderson, Chair
MCC Foundation Board
The Middlesex Fund

The Middlesex Fund supports student scholarships, classroom and lab equipment, international travel opportunities, entrepreneurship programs, student leadership programs, technology for academic programs, fitness and wellness initiatives, lectures/film series, service learning opportunities, and other college activities that support student success.

- President’s Circle - $1000 & up
  - Aubert J. Foy Charitable Fund
  - Safety Net Fund
  - Judy and Marc Burke
  - Clark Insurance
  - Shawn Corneia ’00
  - Maria D. Cuhna
  - JustGive – American Express
  - Barbara Luddy
  - James C. and Judith G. Mabry
  - Faculty and Staff Grants
  - Unrestricted
  - MCC Alumni Association
  - Peyton Paxson and Karen L. Muncaster
  - Sarah Anne Quast
  - J. M. Walters
  - Merit Scholarships

- Provost’s Circle - $500 to $999
  - David and Elizabeth Basile
  - William ’75 and Mary A. Chemelli
  - Joanna M. DelMoro
  - Phyllis S. Gieason ’85
  - Keri-Lyn (Gieason) Farley Scholarship
  - Steven ’07 and Isabelia lem ’10
  - Massachusetts Chapter for Central Service
  - Professionals
  - Scott and Kathleen (Moynihan) Plath
  - Kathy Rich ’03
  - Mark Scherky ’85 and Catherine Massimino Scherky ’06

- Dean’s Circle - $300 to $499
  - Ann Buskey
  - TRIO Programs
  - Jonathan Cockett
  - Michael Herrity ’77
  - Alan Keilar
  - Lowell Sun Charities, Inc.
  - Barbara Maglio-Donovan
  - Kent H. Mitchell
  - Karen Warren ’74
  - Scholarships

- Honors Circle - $100 to $299
  - ADG Printing Inc.
  - Scholarships
  - Adobe
  - Faculty and Staff Grants
  - Susan Anderson
  - Anonymous (2)
  - Jennifer Aradhya
  - Faculty and Staff Grants
  - Judge Robert A. Barton
  - Christopher J. Brennan
  - Business Benefits Insurance Brokerage
  - Scholarships
  - John and Jacalyn Cahill
  - Iris Chandler
  - Edward Chapdelaine
  - Alisa Chapman
  - Vicki Porter Courtmanche ’00
  - Genevieve D. Couzens ’00
  - Delta Airlines Foundation
  - John Driscoll
  - Michael and Frances Fallon
  - Robert Minue Memorial Scholarship

- Friends Circle - up to $99
  - Janet G. Abbott
  - Anonymous
  - Jeanette Brown
  - Charlotte ’87 and William Cardullo
  - Carrie Firestone
  - David Gagne ’93
  - David Gautreau ’10
  - Rosanne Gautreau ’10
  - Leonard German
  - Maria Gonzalez ’91
  - Jim Hagnerstrom
  - William E. Hardy
  - Marjorie E. Hegarty ’80
  - Linda M. Heineman
  - Patricia K. Hetzel ’95
  - Lucy R. Iacovella ’90
  - Sharon H. Jette
  - Nursing Scholarships
  - Jillian D. Kenyon ’02
  - Cherry Lim
  - Jayne E. Marquesaud
  - Edith E. McEvoy
  - Sylvia Navato ’12

- Scholarships
  - Linda Pedersen
  - Faculty and Staff Grants
  - Raytheon Company
  - Sandra Rhone
  - Marion and Bruce Fiddick
  - Carol M. Roche ’10
  - Nancy Roberts
  - Aradaya-Beauchemin Arts Scholarship
  - Malcolm and Mona Roberts
  - Transition Programs
  - Tabitha M. Roberts ’05
  - Transition Programs
  - Gretchen Robinson
  - Mary Sadler
  - Evy Saulich
  - Timothy Scanlon
  - Aire-Maja Schwann
  - State Street Corporation
  - Carolyln Stock
  - Occupational Therapy
  - Phyllis Swanson-Welton ’17
  - Michael Toops
  - Michael R. Tramonte
  - Lisa and Joe Tuzzolo
  - Susan Woods
  - Maryanne M. Mungovan Memorial Scholarship
  - Martha Wright ’01
  - Sylvia Yeung

- 2018 Celebrity Forum

Middlesex Community College Celebrity Forum is an annual fundraising event that supports scholarships for MCC Students. The 2018 Celebrity Forum welcomed Jamie Lee Curtis as funds were raised to promote student success.

- 2018 Celebrity Forum Sponsors
  - Presenting Sponsor
    - The TJX Companies, Inc.
  - House Sponsor
    - Nancy Donahue
  - Set Design Sponsor
    - Circle Health
  - Dressing Room Sponsor
    - Enterprise Bank
    - Lowell Five Bank
  - Spotlight Sponsor
    - Bank of America
    - Cummings Properties, LLC
    - The Demoulas Foundation
    - Desai Family Foundation/Sanir and Nilima Desai
    - The Hanson Family
    - Jim and Eileen Henderson
    - Lowell Sun Charities, Inc.
    - Merrimack Valley Magazine
    - Gail C. Tuzzolo ’75
    - WCAP

- Curtain Call Sponsor
  - The Behrakis Foundation
  - Commencement Photos/Jack and Terry O’Connor
  - Drug Development Resources, Inc.
  - Eastern Bank
  - Abby L. Henderson
  - JNB & Associates
  - Thomas and Heather Kirwin
  - Michael and Cindy Kuebler
  - LAER Realty Partners
  - James C. and Judith G. Mabry
  - Mahoney Oil Company, Inc.
  - Dennis and Cassi Malvers
  - Red Mill Graphics
  - Trinity EMS, Inc.
  - Watermark

- Cast Sponsor
  - David and Elizabeth Basile
  - Judy and Marc Burke
  - Cabot Corporation
  - John and Jacalyn Cahill
  - Clark Insurance
  - Cobblestones of Lowell
  - Patrick and Jackie Cook
  - Dr. Carole A. Cowan
  - Colleen and John Cox
  - Dunkin’ Donuts/Adie-Conway Inc.
  - Everett Co-operative Bank
  - Jackie and Mark Fallon
  - The Glizhrist Family
  - Herb Chambers Mercedes Benz Instrumentation Laboratory
  - Jeanne O’Arc Credit Union
  - Lanthus Medical Imaging, Inc.
  - Amy and Mike Lee
  - Leno’s Catering
  - Lowell Spinners
  - Mario’s Furniture
  - The Megan House Foundation
  - Monogram Gourmet Foods
  - Joseph R. O’Raff ‘72
  - Joseph Patuto
  - Richard and Carol Reed
  - Sage Bank
  - Shinarum Advisors, LLC
  - Philip Sisson
  - Splash Media
  - Lori and Dave Trahan
  - Niki Tsoonas
  - University of Massachusetts Lowell
  - Winchester Co-operative Bank

- Donations
  - Align Credit Union
  - Jim and Connie Campbell
  - Carolyn Cox
  - Stephanie Cronin
  - Delta Airlines Foundation
  - Laurie Elliott
  - Marilyn Glazer-Weiser
  - Lowell Community Health Center
  - Alex Melberg ’16
  - Frank and Linda Nocella
  - Nova Medical
  - Annie O’Connor and Terry Downes
  - O’Connor & Drew, PC
  - H. Wright’s Service, Inc.

profiles
MCC Alumni Association

The MCC Alumni Association encourages lifelong involvement with Middlesex Community College. The focus of the MCC Alumni Association is to develop social and networking events for alumni, fundraising for MCC Foundation funds, and support student success at MCC.

All MCC alumni, including transfer students, are considered members of the MCC Alumni Association.

To get involved with the MCC Alumni Association, go to: www.middlesex.mass.edu/alumni.

In-Kind Donors

Alpine Butcher
Maria Cunha
Maria Gonzalez '91
Michelle Hutchison '72
Tara Kirby '12
Dan Morency
Charlene Morrissey
Diane Sawlan
Lisa Stott '93
Gail Tuzzolo '75
MCC Library Department
MCC TRIO Department
Sheri Dank '90 and the MCC Civic Engagement Office
Melissa Chandonnet and the MCC Jumpstart Office
Susan Lavallee '18 and the MCC Nursing Department

MCC Foundation Scholarship Awards

The MCC Foundation offers a variety of scholarships to current students to help them reach their educational goals. Scholarships, ranging from $300 to $5,000 per year, are awarded annually to deserving students from all walks of life, based on a variety of criteria, especially academic merit and financial need. If you or your business is interested in establishing a named scholarship, please contact Amy Lee, Director of Annual Giving and Alumni Relations, at leea@middlesex.mass.edu.

MCC Foundation Scholarship Awards

MCC Scholarship Donors

Aradhya-Beuchemin Arts Scholarship
Audrey A. Cogliano Memorial Scholarship
Barbara B. Salois Scholarship
BTU/Dr. Jeffrey Chua Memorial Fellowship
Cary Dondorf Scholarship
Catherine L. Goodwin Memorial Scholarship
Celebrity Forum Scholarship
Charles and Olga Malvers Memorial Scholarship
College TRIO Programs Scholarship
Commonwealth Honors Program Scholarship at Celebrity Forum
Debra Chemelli-Evans Scholarship
Dr. Carol A. Cowan Scholarship
Emily Boudriot Memorial Scholarship
Geraldine B. Deragon Memorial Scholarship
International Student Scholarship
James and Dorothy Sullivan Scholarship
James C. and Judith G. Mabry Completion Scholarship
John M. Keough Memorial Scholarship
John Michael Delehanty Memorial Scholarship
Judith Tarut Technical Writing Certificate Scholarship
Kathy Reticker Scholarship
Keri-Lyn (Glesason) Farley Scholarship
Kim Forte Memorial Scholarship
Lexington-Concord Chapter of the Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Association (AFCEA) Scholarship
Lowell Middlesex Academy Charter School (UMACS) Teachers Scholarship
Lowell Spinney Scholarship
Lura Smith Scholarship
Markowicz-Dundorf Scholarship
Maryanne M. Mungovan Memorial Scholarship
Matthew Boué Memorial Scholarship
Mavis Leno Scholarship
MCC Foundation Board of Directors Founders Award
MCC Performing Arts Scholarship
Middlesex Community College Foundation Merit Award
Nashoba Valley Healthcare Fund/Greater Lowell Community Foundation Scholarship
Paul Sheehy Memorial Scholarship
Paul Sullivan Scholarship
Positive Psychology Scholarship by Leilani Salon
Ray Shea Memorial Scholarship
Robert Cattalo Scholarship
Robert Luddy Scholarship
Robert Minue Memorial Scholarship
Securities Security Scholarship
Shirley W. Thiedemann Memorial Scholarship
Support Staff Scholarship
The Muriel and Henry Memorial Scholarship
Tom O’Malley ’89 “Spirit of Excellence Award”
Tom McKay Memorial Scholarship
Unitas Scholarship
Verena Stair Memorial Scholarship

External Scholarships

The following scholarships are offered by external organizations and foundations to help students with tuition and fees.

Alternatives for Youth Foundation/William J. Wolfe Scholarship
American Legion / Wilkins-Smith Post #1
ANAVAS Scholarship Fund Inc.
BACC Charitable Foundation Inc.
Boston Area Chapter of the ISPE
Bottomline Technologies Inc.
Burlington Community Scholarship Foundation Inc.
Burlington Community Scholarship Foundation Inc.- Dollars for Scholars
Chouteau, Hall & Stewart LLP/Somerville Lumber Grant
Constant Contact Inc.
CSF of Bedford Dollars for Scholars Inc.
Cultural Mission of Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia/Government of Saudi Arabia
DeMoulas/Market Basket Scholarship Fund
Dollars for Scholars Woburn
Elizabethtown K. Tsapatsaris Scholarship Fund
Essex County Community Foundation/Lawrence HS Alumni Association
Ellen and Thomas Grondine
Evelyn H. Blackwell Scholarship
Gates Millennium Scholars
Girls Incorporated
Girls Incorporated of Greater Lowell/Empire Loan Scholarship
Girls Incorporated of Greater Lowell/Fannie Moore Scholarship
Gloucester Community Foundation Inc.
Greater Lowell Regional Vocational Technical School District
Greater Lowell Technical High School
* Dumont Family Memorial Scholarship
 Greater Lowell Parent Organization Scholarship
 Greater Lowell Tech Charitable Foundation
 Jerry Carpenter Memorial Scholarship
Greater Worcester Community Foundation/ Middlesex Savings Charitable Foundation Scholarship
Harvey Industries Inc.
Hispanic Dental Association
Instrumentation Laboratory
International Scholarship and Tuition Services Inc.
Isaac Harris Cary Scholarship
Lakes Region Scholarship Foundation
Lincoln-Sudbury Scholarship Fund Inc.- Dollars for Scholars
Lowell Public Schools
Massachusetts Elks Charitable Trust
Massachusetts Elks Scholarships Inc.
MetroWest Chamber Foundation Inc.
Milfredes
PDA New England Chapter
Plumchoise, Inc.
Sachs Marketing Group/Chris Massman Scholarship
Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission
Scholarship America
Scholarship America/Burger King
Mclamore Foundation
Slade Family Scholarship Foundation
Specialized Information Publishers Foundation
Susan Attiaso Cardello Scholarship
TD Wealth/Old学校 Scholarship
Teamsters Local 25 Scholarship Fund
Tewksbury-Willington Elks 2070
The American Legion
The Rotary Club of Framingham
Educational Foundation
The Scholarship Foundation of Wakefield Inc./ WAMS Incentive Award
The TJK Companies Inc./Youth Business Institute Scholarship
Town of Belmont
Town of Billerica
Town of Billerica/Waste Management Scholarship
Town of Burlington
Town of Groton/Frank Waters Scholarship
Town of Lunenburg
Town of Westwood
Two Ten Footwear Foundation, Inc
Woburn Boosters, Inc.
Women’s Community League

Transfer Scholarships

A number of scholarships are available to MCC students planning to transfer from MCC to bachelor’s degree programs.

ACPA Foundation Two-year Scholarship Award
The LEADþSTEP Liberty Scholarship
Liberty Mutual Scholarship – Commonwealth Commitment
New England Transfer Association Scholarship
UMASS Amherst - MassTransfer Scholarships
UMASS Boston - Foster Ferrilzo Scholarship
UMASS Dartmouth - Transfer Scholarships
UMASS Lowell - Transfer Scholarships

MCC Scholarship Donors

Aradhya-Beuchemin Arts Scholarship
Adrie
Jennifer Aradhya
Sylvia Nawato ’12

Armored Forces Communications Electronics Association Scholarship
AFCEA Lexington-Concord Chapter

Greater Lowell Community Foundation Scholarship

Caryl Dundorf Scholarship
Kimberly Burns and Richard Castrios

Catherine L. Goodwin Memorial Scholarship
Elisabeth A. Long

Charles and Olga Malvers Memorial Scholarship
Pauline Panopoulos

Greater Lowell Community Foundation Scholarship
Greater Lowell Community Foundation

International Student Scholarship
Anonymous

The James and Dorothy Sullivan Scholarship
Ellen and Thomas Grondine
Andrew and Catherine Olszowy
James and Dorothy Sullivan

James C. and Judith G. Mabry Completion Scholarship
Jennifer Aradhya
David and Elizabeth Basile
Donald A. Bedard
Silas Belvin ’17
Judy and Marc Burke
Brian Butler
James Campbell
Commencement Photos
Dona ’08 and Thomas Corbin
John and Colleen Cox
Peter and Stephanie Cronin
Gregg Croute
George and Carol Duncan
Barbara Dunford
Terence Faihve
Margot Fleischman
Michael and Linda Gallagher
Kenneth Gordon
Jim and Ellen Henderson
Cheryl Howard
Susan Levine
Dennis and Cassi Malvers
James Marcotte
James McKugh
John H. Moynihan
Richard and Carol Reed
Alan and Cathy Regensburger
Philip J. Sisson
Lora and Robert Smith
Trinity E.M.S., Inc.

John Michael Delehanty Memorial Scholarship
Vanessa Ruiz-Zamora ’15

Kathy Reticker Scholarship
Acre Family Child Care
Abby L. Henderson
Jack Rynn

Kim Forte Memorial Scholarship
Nina and Arthur Anton
Travis Baker
Banner Industries
Jane and Brian Bedard
Margaret Bloy
Jean Carr
Donna and Mark Connaughton
The following donors have generously supported MCC special programs in fiscal year 2018.

### Special Programs

#### Tom McKay Memorial Scholarship
Lorraine McKay

#### Richard and Nancy Donahue Family Academic Arts Center
Nancy Donahue

#### Ely Kumler Memorial Fund
F. Douglas Adams
Janet Balou
Peter and Janice Bombassaro & Family
Eric Brunner
George L. Kaplan Trust
Erika and Jonathan Gienapp
Sandra Grinday
Giere Gustavson
Vivian Kumler
Bob Madill
William Mares
Richard McQuaid
Barbara Penick
Nancy Ross and George Viles
Edward Schulte
Peter Speert
Peter von Mortens
Dana Wertz Robbat
Agnes Wiggins

#### Lowell Middlesex Academy Charter School (LMACS) Fund
Philip Hureau

#### Luna Smith Fund
Adobe
Sandra Albertson-Shea
Clementine and William Alexis
Lois A. Alevas
Anonymous (3)
Jennifer Anadya
Zoe Arthur
Dorothy B. Avens
Noreen Barbiere
Lorraine Bara
David and Elizabeth Basile
Deborah Belanger
Erika Bonaparte
Judy and Marc Burke
Nathaniel and Anita Burns
Rosaline Cameron
Ashish and Usha Chatterjee
Sokhey Chau
Yun-Ju Choi
Arthur M. Christian
Donna ‘08 and Thomas Corbin
Carol A. Coven
Dr. Carol A. Coven
Colleen and John Cox
Yvette Crowell
Maria D. Cunha
Eddie Davis, Jr.
Jacqueline A. Doherty
Nancy Donahue
George and Carol Duncan
Jim Dyment
Irene Egan
Carol R. Fine
Karen N. Frederick
Hernemia T. Gardner
James M. Geary, Jr.
Louis and Barbara Genatosio
Phillip Geoffrey
Girls Incorporated of Greater Lowell
Carolyn and Lyndoons Grey
Elizabeth Guttenplan
Alison Handy
Peggy Hassett
Jane-Marie Heinrick
Janet and Michael Hickey
James G. Hicks
Jane Holland
Caroline Howard
Vanna Howard ‘16
Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Howe, Jr.
Alfred James
Belinda Juran
Monica Kanelias
Brenda Keary
James and Rita (Bonazzo) Kerr
Thomas and Heather Kravin
Adine Latimore
Levtt Law Group
William F. Lipchitz
LMP Realty
Maria Lopez ‘96
Lowell Community Health Center
Lowell Five Bank
James C. and Judith G. Malby
Royall and Valerie Mack
Magnos Restorations
Donald Main
Bopha and Thomas Malone
Dennis and Cass Malvers
Valerie Manning-Jones ’94
Roy and Edna Mathieu
Martha Mayo
Margaret McKevitt
Maria Mioduch Clark
Joe and Nancy Mieshan
Dr. Priscilla and Rev. Paul D. Millin
Darnmy ’89 and Elkin Montoya
Leslie M. Morin
John H. Moyhan
William and Thehma Murphy
Judith G. Murray
Uta S. Musgraw
Louse C. Myers
Sharon Olney
Nick Diamond Entertainment Agency
Patricia Noreau
Catherine V. O’Donnell
Valerie Opara
Don and Jeannie Ouellette
Joseph Patuto
Dahvy & Van Peck
Amy Pessia
Richard and Donna Peterson
Michael and Judith Pfeifer
Josepha Porter
Effie (Poulakos) and James Dragon
Cecile Provencher
Capt. Clifton E. Reed
Marion and Bruce Riddick
Shamar J. Rivera
Nancy and George Robb
Malcolm and Mona Roberts
Bruce and Susan Robinson
End J. Rocha
Tiffany Ross
William and Joyce Samaras
Patricia Scanell
Marina and Peter Schell
Virginia M. Scott
Margaret Shanahan
Molly Sheehy
Betty Shire
Carla Shires
Philip J. Sisson
Irvings and Audry Smith
Joseph and Donna Smith
Sophie Souza
Rosalie Stewart
Donald Sullivan and Linda Hair-Sullivan
Marie Sweeney
Peter Thomas
Shirley A. Thomas
Paras Tagaras
Lori and Dale Ticho
Jean R. Troustine
Rose Marie and Emmanuel Tucker
John and Susan (Turcotte) Gavel
James Wong
Minister Jimmie and Mrs. Laura Woods
Eleni Zohdi

#### Paul Sullivan Institute
Greater Lowell Community Foundation

#### Student Venture Fund
Anonymous
Thomas Cooke
Franky Descoteaux
Stacie Harris
Thomas Kill Oman

#### Gifts In-kind
The following donors have provided gifts in-kind to support MCC’s academic, co-curricular and community programs.

Alpine Butcher
Balance Spa
David and Elizabeth Basile
Batter Up Cards & Collectibles
Alex A. Belanger ’03
Bianco’s Catering, Inc.
Blue Angus Cafe
Brickhouse Center Sports Bar & Grill
Melissa Chantonn
Chantilly Place
Charles Frederick Jewelers
The Chateau Restaurant
Chopps American Bar and Grill
Cobblestones
Concord’s Colonial Inn
Courtyard by Marriott
María Cunha
David’s Tea
Shen Dink ’90
Dixieland Florist
The Establishment Restaurant
Fishbones
Foxwood Casino Hotel
Global Spectrum
Maria Gonzales ’91
Grazie Italian Restaurant
Great Wolf Lodge
GT Doyle & Co., Inc.
Harkins Photography
Mary Lee Harrington
Holiday Inn Tewksbury/Andover
Michele Hutchenson ’72
I Dream of Jeanne Cakes
Improv Asylum
iRobot
Jimbo’s
Kashin Garden
Kate Brindley Photography
Katrynd Event
Kimball Farm
Kings Bowl America, LLC.
Tara Kirby ’12
La Belle Winery

---

Lori and Darrin Courtney
Rosalene DeFelice
Marilyn and Alfred D’Salvo
Louis Forte
Darlene and Charles Fusco
Gail E. Gilmore
Susan and David Hamblen
Amy Martineau ’97
Maureen McGuire
Sonia Medina
Linda Miranda
Dianne L. Murray
Elaine Pizzano
Michael and Nancy Pizziotto
Cheryl (Sobolewski) and Charles Reeves
Luella Suerette and Sharon Nelson
Nolyn Talatas
Brenda and Christopher Vollmar
Jennifer Vollmar ’15
Rosie and Paul Walsh
We’re One Wilmington, Inc.

---

Linda Gallagher Scholarship
Gallagher & Cavanaugh, LLP
Michael and Linda Gallagher

Maryanne Mungovan Memorial Scholarship
Thomas, Susan and Kathryn Livingston

Mathew Boulé Memorial Scholarship
Leo and Suellen Boulé

Mavis Leno Scholarship
JDM Foundation

Merit Scholarship
Anonymous

MCC Performing Arts Scholarship
Peter Auella
Oracle Corporation

New England Woodcarvers (NEWC) Scholarship
New England Woodcarvers Inc.

Paul Sheehy Memorial Scholarship
Albert Marsi

Ray Shea Memorial Scholarship Fund
Catherine A. Galenius

Robert Cataldo Scholarship
Jackie and Mark Fallon

Robert Charles Minue Scholarship
Cory Atkins
Casey Hobbs-Atkins
Christopher Minue
Sarah Minue Gilson and Jeffrey Gilson
Alice Roase

Robert Luddy Scholarship
Linda M. Heineman

Securitas Security Scholarship
Securitas Security Services USA, Inc.

Support Staff Scholarship
Allen and Barbara Levesque
For further information about the MCC Foundation’s Annual Report, please contact Gretchen Robinson at 978-656-3029 or robinsong@middlesex.mass.edu.
Corporate and Business Donors

Alpine Butcher
Abaris Financial Group, LLC
Acre Family Child Care
ADO Printing Inc.
Dunkin’ Donuts/Adie-Conway Inc.
Adobe
Athenian Corner Restaurant & Lounge
Balance Spa
Bank of America
Banner Industries
Batter Up Cards & Collectibles
Bianco’s Catering Inc.
Blue Angus Cafe
Brickhouse Center Sports Bar & Grill
Kate Brindley Photography
Broadleaf Services
Business Benefits Insurance Brokage
Cabinet Corporation
Cambodian Mutual Assistance Association
Charity Place
Charles Frederick Jewelers
The Chateau Restaurant
Chapp’s American Bar and Grill
Circle Health
Clark Insurance
Cobblestones
Commencement Photos
Concord’s Colonial Inn
Courtyard by Marriott
Cummings Properties, LLC
David’s Tea
Duxieland Florig
Drug Development Resources, Inc.
D’Youville Life & Wellness Community, Inc.
E Ink Corporation
Eastern Bank
Empirx Inc.
Enterprise Bank
Envin Nursery Garden Center Inc.
The Establishment Restaurant
Everett Co-operative Bank
Fishbones
Foxwood Casino Hotel
Galeria De Los Andes Boutique
Gallagher & Cavanaugh, LLP
Global Spectrum
The Grape Vine
Grazie Italian Restaurant
Great Wolf Lodge
GT Doyle & Co., Inc.
H. Wright’s Service, Inc.
Harkins Photography
Holiday Inn Tewksbury/Andover
I Dream of Jeanne Cakes
Improv Asylum
Irobot
Jan’s Artisans Cup Teas by Design
Jeanne D’Arc Credit Union
Jimbo’s Roast Beef and Seafood
JNB & Associates, LLC
Karshin Garden
Kathybr Events
Kimball Farm
Kings Bowl America, LLC.
LaBelle Winery
The Langham Hotel
Lanthus Medical Imaging, Inc.
Laugh Boston
Levitt Law Group
Life Time Athletic in Burlington
Lifelines, Inc.
Lincoln Liquors
Lionbridge
LMP Realty
Loeing, Wolkott & Cloakidge Trust, LLC
Lovewell Community Health Center
Lovewell Five Bank
Lovewell National Historical Park
Lovewell Spinners
MACOM
Magno Restorations
Mahoney Oil Company, Inc.
Marcus Lewis Tennis Center
Mario’s Furniture
Marry BioServices
MD Dental Ceramics Studio, Inc.
Merrimack Valley Chamber of Commerce
Monogram Gourmet Foods
Moonstones
Mount Pleasant Golf Club
Mr. & Mrs. Drew Photography
Musto Jewelers
Nelson’s Candies
Network for Good
New England Aquarium
New England Parenteral Drug Association
New England Woodcarvers Inc.
Nick Diamond Entertainment Agency
Nova BioMedical Corporation
O’Connor & Drew, P.C.
The Old Court Irish Pub and Restaurant
Oracle Corporation
Owen & Ollies Restaurant and Pub
Pace Industries
Palace Theatre
Pamamount Healthcare Services
Perfetto’s Caffe
PRIDEStar EMS, Inc.
Raytheon Company
Red Heat Tavern
Sage Bank
Salon Luxe/Julie Wallis
Salon Suites/Erica Tumenas
Salon Suites/Heather Ransom
Securities Service Securities USA, Inc.
The Shade Store
Siharuim Advisors, LLC
Sirena Rivera at Highlights Studio
Splash Media Boston
State Street Corporation
Sweet Tales Cake Boutique
Tavern in the Square
Telemark Sports Club
The T.J. Companies, Inc.
Tortilleria M Nva
Training Wheels of New England
Trinity E.M.S., Inc.
Umbrella
Tuscan Kitchen
Verizon
W/CAP
Wegmans
We’re One Wilmington, Inc.
Winchester Co-operative Bank

Faculty and Staff Donors

Susan Anderson
Anonymous (2)
Jennifer Aradhya
Margaret Bley
Judy Burke
Ann Buskey
Brian Butler
Edward Chapdelaine
Alisa Chapman
Patrick Cough
Donna Corbin ’08
Colleen Cox
Jonathan Crockett
Maria D. Cunha
Joanna M. Dell’Monaco
Sheri Dank ’90
Franky Descoteaux
Lisa D. Doucet
Terry Downes
John Driscoll
Robert Fera
Carrie Finestone
Marilynn Galiagan
Elaine Gaullette
Katherine Gehly
Marilyn Glazer-Weinser
Phyllis S. Gleason ’93
Marla Gonzalez ’91
Robert Gray
Ellen Grondine
Jim Hagerstrom
Alison Handy
Stacie Hangis
Linda M. Heineman
Philip Hureau
David Kilavas
Robert Kaufuss
Susan Lavellee ’88
Amy Lee
Jennifer Luddy
James C. Mabry
Barbara Maglue-Donovan
Dennis Malvers
Mary Ellen Maney
Jayne E. Marquedant
Margaret McDevitt
Teresa S. Medina
Kimberly Morrissey
Valerie Morse
Daen Moyhnan
Jo Mucci
Karen Muncaster
Audrey M. Nahabedian
Rebecca H. Newell ’00
Frank Nocella
Valerie Opara
Paul Patev
Joseph Patuto
Peyton Paxson
Linda Pedersen
Catherine Pride
Sarah Anne Quast
Alejandro Raya
Ashi Rea
Sandra Rhone
Kathy Rich ’83
Gretchen Robinson
Esther R. Rosenman-Hansch
Heidi Rowl
Vanessa Ruiz-Zamora ’05
Mary Sadler
Timothy Scanlon
Ane-Marja Schwann
Kathleen K. Scully
Sandia Shapiro
Phil J. Sissors
Maureen Spinney ’91
Carolyn Stock
Michael R. Tramonte
Lisa Tuzzo
Charles F. Twomey, Jr.
Thomas Vaughn
Hayat Weiss
Susan Woods
Ellen Wright
Martha Wright ’01
Marilyn F. Yeo ’78
Sylvia Yeung

MCC Retirees

Janet G. Abbott
Sandy Albertson-Shea
Lois A. Alves
Anonymous (2)
Christopher J. Brennan
Charlotte Cardullo ’97
Anne Checchi
Dr. Carole A. Cowan
Vincent P. Funaro
Oren H. Greene
Stan Hitron
Pat S. Hyde
Sharon H. Jette
For further information about the MCC Foundation’s Annual Report, please contact Gretchen Robinson at 978-656-3029 or robinsong@middlesex.mass.edu.